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TechniGues for Goal-Directed Motion 

James U. Korein and Norman I. Badler 

DePt. of ComPuter and Information Science 

UniversitY of Pennsylvania 

Abstract 

When motions of linka~es such as the human bodY must be specified 

in terms of Joint an~le chan~es, considerable effort is reGuired 

to acheive a particular ~oal. We review some techniGues useful 

for the automatic ~eneration of Joint an~le adJustments from a 

~oal sPecified in terms of a world coordinate system. 

Introduction 

As comPuter animation sYstems achieve ~reater ~raPhics realism 

and hi~hlY interactive interfaces, it becomes a challen~e to 

animate articulated fi~ures such as the human body. Allowable 

motions of linkases such as an arm or le~ are ~overned bY well 

known rotation transformations. However, the design of a 

particular movement such as taking a step or reaching for an 

obJect may reGuire considerable trial and error' if sPecified at 

the level of individual Joint adJustments. For PUrPoses of 

convenient animation' it is clear that, at a minimum' one must 

SUPPlY a movement Primitive to achieve a ~oal Position with a 

linked structure [4]. 
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Parallel research in robotics can shed light on comPutational 

solutions to the Problem of achieving a particular Position and 

orientation in sPace. The Problem of soal-directed motion will be 

cast in terms of robotics and linkaSe kinematics: the studw of 

Position (disPlacement> and its time derivatives <velocitw and 

acceleration). 

Considerations of force and mass Cdwnamics) [23,25,46], balance 

[36,37] and obstacle avoidance [34,35] are bewond the scope of 

this PaPer. 

We Proceed bw establishing the necessarY terminologw, describing . 

linked structures such as the human body, discussing constraints 

and outlining alsebraic and numerical methods for seal 

acheivement. 

Rigid ObJect Position and Orientation 

The relative position of a rigid 2-D obJect with respect to a 

given Cartesian reference frame is siven bw a translation <x, w) 

and a rotation (r). Hence, a rigid obJect in the Plane is said to 

have three degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). In 3-D, six variables are 

necessarw and sufficient to specifw the Position (x,w,z) and 

orientation <r1,r2,r3> of a rigid obJect. Therefore' a rigid 

obJect in space is said to have six d.o.f. 
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InterPolation 

Consider an~ de~ree of freedom in ?Osition or orientation of an 

obJect ex, for examPle). It ma~ be exPressed as a f~nction of 

time which will be denoted x<t>. The x components of velocit~ and 

acceleration are the first and second time derivatives. Given a 

temPoral sea~ence of val~es for x, a f~nction x(t) maY be 

obtained b~ an~ of a n~mber of interPolation methods. Since 

?h~sical obJects cannot achieve infinite acceleration' realistic 

sim~lation rea~ires that the acceleration be ever~where finite, 

hence that x<t) be ever~where twice differentiable. This 

reauirement Prohibits use of linear interPolation schemes common 

in comPuter animation s~stems. Quadratic methods have been 

discussed b~ Paul [44J and Herbison-Evans [22J. Finkel [17J 

discusses the ~se of cubic spline interPolation for com?utins 

robot arm traJectories. Several interPolation 

comPared b~ MuJtaba [38]. 

Joints and Chains 

schemes are 

Joints which connect ri~id links ma~ be divided into those with a 

sin~le d.o.f., such as revolute and slidin~ (Prismatic) Joints, 

and those with more' such as sPherical (ball and socket) Joints. 

A sPherical Joint has three de~rees of freedom. SuPPose that the 

?osition and orientation of one of the links connected b~ a 

spherical Joint is fixed. Two variables suffice to ~ive the 

direction in which the axis of the free link is Pointins, and a 

third to ~ive its rotational position about that axis. For 



0 

; O.:z.C.OS( q,, +q,,..) 
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PUrPoses of anal~sis' multiPle d.o.f. Joints ma~ be decomPosed 

into •kinematical!~ e~uivilent• se~uences of one d.o.f. Joints. 

For examPle, a sPherical Joint ma~ be decomPosed into a se~uence 

of three revolute Joints seParated b~ zero lensth links' all of 

whose axes intersect at a Point. Further discussion of Joints and 

kinematic e~uivalence ma~ be found in texts b~ Suh and Radcliffe 

[56], DiJksman C14J~ Hunt C26J and Paul C41J. 

A linear semuence of links connected Pairwise b~ Joints is called 

a (kinematic) chain. We will consider chains whose Joints have 

been decomPosed into one d.o.f. Joints. A chain has a free 

(distal> end and a fixed (proximal> end. It is useful to think of 

the Proxim~l end as beins attached b~ a Joint to a reference 

link, Possibl~ imbedded in the world coordinate s~stem. A concise 

notation for the descriPtion of such chains was develoPed b~ 

Denavit and Hartenbers [12J, and is widel~ used in robotics 

aPPlications, C45,46,5BJ. In the Denavit-Hartenbers notation, a 

chain with n Joints and n links, and its current confisuration is 

described b~ n four-element vectors. Each vector contains a Joint 

variable value and three •link Seometr~· values relatins the 

position and orientation of two consecutive Joints. The s~stem 

aPPlies to both revolute and Prismatic Joints. This information 

is sufficient to define a transformation between a coordinate 

s~stem embedded in one link and one embedded in a consecutive 

link. SPecification of Joint limits reauires two additional 

values per Joint. 

We specifw the the configuration of a chain with n one d.o~f. 

Joints as a vector (~[1], ••• ' ~[nJ), or simPl~ ~M. Given a 
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temPoral seauence of confi~urations for a chain we can, bw 

interPolatin~ each variable of the confi~uration vector, obtain 

the confi~uration of the swstem as a vector function of time, 

a~<t>. 

APPlication to Human Bodw Animation 

The human bodw maw be described as a tree structure, where 

•aPProximatelY risid• se~ments of the bodw are taken as nodes, 

connected bw Joints rePresented as arcs' [2,3,4,5,6]. The number 

of arcs imPin~in~ on each node n is twpicallw two, as in the case 

of the UPPer arm se~ment, or three' as in the case of the Pelvis. 

If the Position of some se~ment is constrained, and a second 

se~ment is to be moved with respect to the first, then the Joints 

and links relevant to the motion form a simPle Path throu~h the 

tree. A Path throu~h the tree maw be abstracted as a chain. 

Some aPProximations are inherent in this rePresentation. Complex 

Joints such as wrist and shoulder are first approximated as 

sPherical Jointsr which are then decomPosed into a kinematically 

eGuivalent seauence of one d.o.f. Joints. <In fact' the actual 

motion of the shoulder involves a center of rotation which 

dePends on the Position of the UPPer arm>. It is further assumed 

that each Joint maw move indePendentlY of anY otherr and that the 

Position of one Joint does not effect the ran~e of motion of anw 

other. A refinement to this model is the direct rePresentation of 

sPherical Joints. This avoids inaccuracies inherent in modellin~ 

a sPherical Joint bY a a seauence of lower Pairs with indePendent 
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Joint limits, at the cost of introducin~ a Joint limit function. 

A simPle aPProach is to restrict the Position of the distal link 

of a sPherical Joint to lie within some an~le of a specified 

center Position, therebY allowin~ it to move within a cone. The 

rotation of the distal Joint about its axis is modelled 

indePendentlY [2]. 

The number of desrees of freedom to be controlled when movin~ 

sesments relative to one another is Just the number of Joints 

after each SPherical Joint has been decomposed. Once all Joint 

variables are specified, the body is effectivelY made ri~id. 

Thus' there are six additional de~rees of freedom reGuired to 

specifY the Position and orientation of the bodY with respect to 

the world coordinate sYstem. Note that each body sesment is 

defined in terms of its own coordinate system. One of these, 

called the root, must be chosen to SPecifY the relation of the 

ri~id body to the world coordinate sYstem. Once the root is 

sPecified, a position vector for a human body consists of Joint 

an~les for each Joint, and six variables relatin~ the root and 

world coordinate systems. If each of these variables is Siven as 

a function of time' as misht be ~enerated by interPolatin~ 

between keY Position vectors' the motion of the bodY is entirelY 

SPecified C65J. 

Goals 

For manY PurPoses, we wish to sPecif~ the actions to be Performed 

bY a bodY or linka~e' without the burden of havin~ to sPecifY 
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motion of all desrees of freedom exPlicit!~ [4J. The first steP 

towards this end is to Provide a facilit~ b~ which sesments of 

the bod~ ma~ be Positioned with resPect to the world coordinate 

s~stem, and other obJects within it. Most of the work done on 

this t~Pe of Problem has been in the context of industrial 

roboti~s [18,46]. 

We define a ~cal as a set of constraints on the Position or 

orientation of a bod~ sesment. For examPle, we misht reGuire a 

certain Point on the tiP of the risht forefinser to be at a 

certain position P~ =<kx'k~'kz) in the world coordinate s~stem. 

Alternative!~, we misht reGuire that the coordinate s~stem 

imbedded in the left forearm be Positioned at a Particular 

Position and orientation in the world coordinate sYstem. The soal 

for the forearm would be sPecified as a constant 

Position-orientation vector <kx,ky,kz,kr1,kr2,kr3). To reGuire 

that a foot sesment be flat on the suPPort Plane, we would 

sPecif~ reGuired values for heisht <k~) and two rotations, 

krl and kr2), leavins the others unsPecified. 

<saY 

These sets of constraints ma~ be written as eGuations. For the 

first examPle, we have: 

X = kx 

( 1 ) ~ - kw 

z - kz 

Clearly, restrictions of the tYPe discussed above maY Produce UP 

to six such eGuations. 
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More comPlex eauations maY be used to describe more comPlex 

constraints. For examPler we mi~ht restrict the fin~ertiP to lie 

on a circle in the x-y Plane bY the followin~ constraints: 

z = kz 

where kr and. kz are constants. In the examPles above' we have 

considered onlY eaualitY constraints. We mi~ht also wish to 

constrain one or more de~rees of freedom to lie is a SPecified 

ranse of values. For exampler we mi~ht constrain the fin~ertiP to 

lie within a rectan~ular box' by specifYin~ maximum and minimum 

value for x' Y and z. Six ineaualitY constraints result: 

kxmin <= X <= kxmax 

(3) kYmin <= y <= kwmax 

kzmin <= z <= kzmax 

Additional constraints may arise from conditions imPosed on the 

bodY se~ments. For examPle' the feet maw be Pinned to the floor' 

the waist restrained bw a seatbelt or the UPPer torso bY a 

harness [53J. Constraints on the Position and orientation of the 

bodw maY be treated Just as ~oals are. The onlY distinction is 

that body constraints usuallY refer to conditions which held in a 

Previous confi~uration, as OPPosed to soals' which must be 

acheived. The term •constrained sesment• will be used to 

encompass both se~ments for which a ~oal is sPecified and those 

which are to maintain their Previous position with resPect to the 

-R-
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world coordinate s~stem. 

Positional Constraints and Joint Variables 

Consider two constrained se~ments belon~in~ to a common chain. In 

considering their relative Positions we ma~ take the coordinate 

s~stem embedded in one (proximal> se~ment as the world coordinate 

s~stem. The constraints constitute (Possibl~ partial) 

specification of the Position and orientation of the distal link 

in the coordinate s~stem of the Proximal link. 

Now, the coordinate s~stems embedded in each consecutive Pair of 

links in the chain are related b~ a ri~id transformation, 

includin~ translation and rotation. Since the Joint between the 

links has onl~ one d.o.f., the transformation dePends on a sin~le 

Joint variable. The comPosition of these transformations from 

link to link sives a vector exPression for the Position and 

orientation of the distal link in the Proximal link coordinate 

sYstem. This exPression, in conJunction with the specified ~oals 

and bodY constraints, describes imPlicitl~ the set of chain 

confi~urations that will satisf~ those constraints. 

Let us consider a simPle examPle [15,25]. Consider the three-link 

Planar chain shown in fi~ure 1. The Proximal end is constrained 

to the ori~in. The link lensths are a[1J, a[2J and a[3J. The 

Joint variables (all an~ular) are a[i], a[2J and a[3J. For 

convenience, we will ~ive each Joint the same name as its Joint 

variable' and call the chain's distal terminal a[4J. Similarl~, 
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the ith link from the Proximal end is labelled aCiJ. 

The Position of anY Joint G[iJ maY be obtained bY examinin~ the 

ProJections of more Proximal links on the x and Y axes, marked 

off in the fi~ure. Lettin~ xCiJ and y[iJ be the x and Y 

comPonents of the Position of Joint G[iJ, we see from the figure 

that: 

(4) xC2J 

(5) Y[2J 

(6) xC3J 

(7) y[3J 

(8) x[4J 

(9) y[4] 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

aC1J*cos(G[1J> + aC2J*cos(GC1JtGC2J) 

a[1J*cos(G[1J> + a[2J*cos(G[1JtGC2J> 

t aC3J*cos(G[1JtGC2JtGC3J) 

a[1J*sin(G[1J> t aC2J*sin(G[1JtG[2J) 

+ a[3J*sin(G[1JtGC2JtG[3J> 

The orientation' rCiJ, of link aCiJ is Just the accumulation of 

more Proximal Joint angles: 

(10) r[1J = G[1J 

(11) r[2J = G[1J t G[2J 
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<12) r[3J = a[1J + a[2J + a[3J 

Eauations for Position and orientation for links of a Planar 

chain of arbitrar~ len•th ma~ be computed in exactlw the same wa~ 

[15,25]. 

Let us now consider several different classes of ~oals for the 

dePicted chain• and their imPlications for the confi~uration of 

the chain. It will be useful to define the worksPace of a chain 

as the set of Points which ma~ be reached b~ its distal end. In 

Particular, the workspace of the chain with distal end a[iJ will 

be denoted W[iJ. 

Let the ~oal be that Joint a[3J <not the tiP a[4J) move to a 

Point <kx' k~). This imPoses two constraints: 

(13) x[3J kx 

(14) ~[3] 

Combining these constraints with the eauations for Position of 

a[3J (ea. 6 and 7), we ~et: 

<15) kx = a[1J*cos(a[1J) + a[2J*cos(a[1Jta[2J) 

<16) k~ = a[1J*sin(a[1J) + a[2J*sin(a[1Jta[2J) 
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We have two eGuations in two unknowns' namelY GC1J and GC2J, so 

the two link subchain endins at G[3J is perfectlY constrained. 

These Particular eGuations maw be solved alsebraicallw for GC1J 

and G[2J E25J. The workspace of this subchain is either a 

disk-shaped or annular resion, dePendins on relative link lensths 

C25J, and that there are a finite number of solution 

configurations Cone or two) at each Point in the worksPace. This 

is characteristic of a PerfectlY constrained swstem. The 

workspaces of systems which are overconstrained have a lower 

dimensionality than the sPace in which thew lie. For examPle, the 

one link subchain endinS at G[2J can onlY reach points lwinS on 

the perimeter of a circle. Underconstrained swstems are of 

central imPortance in animation aPPlications, and will be 

discussed in a subseuuent section. 

Returning to the examPle, we may add to the soal a constraint on 

the orientation of the last linkl 

(17) r[3J = kr 

Then combinins with eo. 12, we have: 

(18) kr = G[1] t G[2] t G[3] 

Since GC1J and GC2J are alreadY constrained, this sives the 

solution for orientation' so that the entire chain is PerfectlY 

constrained. 

The concePt of a worksPace for purelY positional soals maw be 

-1?-
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extended to that of a ~oalsPace for ~oals of other tYPes. For 

examPle the soalsPace for position-orientation soals <kx, ky, kr) 

is a set in the 3-space with axes x' y, r. 

If Joints are limited, the Soalspace will be a subset of that of 

the same chain with unlimited Joints. In the PerfectlY 

constrained case' if an alsebraic solution is available, all 

solution confisurations maY be found. If none of them satisfy 

Joint limits, it is immediately clear that the soal is not in the 

soalspace of the restricted chain. 

Three Dimensions 

The eouations for the Position of Joints of a 3-D chain maY be 

obtained Just as in the Planar case, bY considerin~ the 

ProJections of those Points on x, Y and z axes [15J. Obtainin~ 

orientation eGuations directlY reGuires that we obtain the 

contribution to each of the three rotation ansles bY each link 

and Joint of the chain [15J. Rather than Proceedins directlY 

alons these lines' the usual aPProach is to use homosenous 

transformation matrices. 

The relationshiP between the ith and it1st links of a chain maY 

be written as a homoseneous transformation matrix A(iJ, which is 

a function of the ith set of Parameters for the chain. For a 

siven chain' A(iJ is a function of Joint variable o[iJ onlY• 

These matrices maY be multiPlied to obtain new matrices relatin~ 

anY two non-consecutive links. The first and last links are 
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related bw the Product of all the matrices AC1J throu~h ACnJ. But 

the Position and orientation of the distal link in the world 

coordinate swstem maw also be expressed as a homo~eneous 

transform matrix T defined in terms of the ~oal. Thus we obtain 

the matric eQuation: 

<19) T 

for a chain with n d.o.f. Since each of the matrices in eo. 19 is 

4 bw 4, it rePresents 16 scalar eQuations. The number of these 

which are linearlY indePendent corresPond to the number of ~oal 

constraints embodied in the matrix T. These eQuations ~ive a 

(possiblY Partial) specification of Position and orientation of 

the distal link in terms of the Joint an~les o(iJ throu~h Q[nJ 

[45,46,47]. 

Al~ebraic Solution 

When the swstem of eouations arisin~ from the sPecification of a 

~oal for a chain is PerfectlY constrained, it is sometimes the 

case that an alSebraic solution maw be found. The situation that 

has received the most attention in robotics is that where the 

~oal is a comPlete specification of position and orientation for 

the distal link of a spatial chain with si~ de~rees of freedom. 

It was first shown bw PiePer [47J that if the axes of three 

consecutive revolute Joints intersect at a Point, a six d.o.f. 

swstem maw be decomPosed and solved for the Joint variables 
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a[1J, ••• ,a[6J. Such chains are called •kinematicallY simPle• 

[45J. 

An alsebraic solution to the MIT Vicarm robot is described bY 

Horn [24J in an intuitive' Seometric waw. Paul solved the 

Stanford Schienman robot arm [42J, and has recentl~ Published 

descriPtions of seneral alsebraic techniaues for the solution of 

kinematicallY simPle robot arms [44,46J. Other accounts of 

alsebraic solutions maw be found in [32,43,52]. 

AlSebraic solutions have two PrimarY advantases over numerical 

techniaues. First, thew can be Performed more auicklY. This speed 

is imPortant for real-time robotic aPPlications. Second, all 

solution configurations are found, Providins Sreater flexibilitY 

than an iterative techniaues' which converse to a 

solution. 

Numerical Solutions 

sinsle 

PiePer E47J evaluated two methods of numerical solution for six 

d.o.f. swstems: the first method uses Newton-RaPhson iteration; 

the second method is based on the use of velocitY screws. PiePer 

obtained solutions faster with the latter method. The use of 

these numerical methods is not restricted to kinematicallY simPle 

chains. Whitnew [60,61J ProPosed a numerical method called 

•resolved rate control• usins velocity, rather than Position' 

since the relationshiP between the comPonents of velocitY of the 

distal link and that of the Joint ansles is linear. 
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The fact that numerical methods conver~e on onl~ one solution 

Presents a Practical Problem: it is necessar~ to insure that the 

solution reached is not Prohibited b~ Joint limits. Which 

solution, if an~, an iterative method will conver~e to dePends on 

the initial estimate of the solution. The use of the initial 

Position of the chain has been ProPosed for this PurPose [60J. If 

this choice is not sufficientl~ close to the final confi~uration 

to Provide conversence' an intermediate soal partwa~ between 

initial and final positions ma~ be chosen, and the Process 

rePeated recursivelY. This Procedure still does not suarantee 

conver~ence to a confi~uration satisf~in~ Joint limit 

restrictions <discussed subseauentl~). A more ~eneral discussion 

of numerical methods for the solution of non-linear s~stem of 

eauations maw be found in Ortesa [40J. 

Underconstrained SYstems 

If a sYstem has more desrees of freedom than the number of 

constraints imPosed bw the soal Parameters, it is 

underconstrained or redundant. The difference between the desrees 

of freedom and the soal-imPosed constraints is the desree of 

redundancY. 

We return, for examPle, to the three link Planar chain in fiSure 

1. Consider the soal of positionins the distal terminal a[4J at a 

sPecified position <kx,kY>• From eGuations 8 and 9 we set: 
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(20) kx = a[1J*cos(a[1J) + a[2J*cos(a[1J+aC2J) 

+ a[3J*cos(a[1J+aC2J+aC3J> 

<21> kw = a[1J*sin(a[1J) + a[2J*sin<aC1J+aC2J) 

+ aC3l*sin<aC1J+aC2J+aC3J 

That is, we have two eauations, or eaualitY constraints, in three 

variables, a[1J, o[2J, o[3J. The de~ree of redundancY of the 

swstem is one; intuitively, the solution set is the locus of 

Points lwing on a space-curve in confisuration sPace. 

Lasransean Methods 

One method for dealins with redundant swstems is to ProPose an 

obJective function to be minimized and to aPPlw the method of 

MultiPliers [60]. This results in a Perfectlw 

constrained swtem which will both satisfy the constraints and 

minimize the obJective [19,63,641. 

SuPPose we are Siven an obJective function: 

where a- is the vector (a[lJ, ••• aCnJ), subJect to constraints: 

(23) • • 
+ • 
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We introduce a vector of variables u- = (u[1J, •••' u[m]), called 

Lasranse multiPliers, and write the La~ran~ean: 

We then Senerate n new constraints, b~ settin~ to zero the 

Partial derivatives of L with respect to a[1J throu~h a[nJ, 

(25) 

dL/da[1J = 0 

+ + 

dL/da[nJ = 0 

This results in a s~stem of mtn eauations <eas. 23 and eas. 25) 

in m+n unknowns <a's and u's), which usuall~ must be solved 

numerical!~. 

It is sometimes Possible to avoid solvin~ such a lar~e s~stem of 

eauations b~ performin~ al~ebraic maniPulation directl~ on vector 

valued functions. 

We rewrite the constraints as a sin~le vector valued function: 
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The Lasransean, which is scalar-valued, may also be rewritten as: 

where u-• is Just u- written as a row vector. We now set to o~ 

the derivative with resPect to the vector a-, obtainins the 

vector eauation: 

(28) dl/da~ 

Eauations 26 and 28 above constitute two vector eauations in two 

vector unknowns (aM and uM). WorkinS with velocities, rather than 

Position' and usins a suitable obJective function' WhitneY 

[60,62] has demonstrated that u- maY be eliminated from these two 

eauations' resultins in a sinsle vector eauation consistins of n 

scalar eauations in the orisinal n unknowns' a[1J, ••• , a[nJ. The 

maniPulation reauires the use of the seneralized or 

psuedo-inverse for rectansular matrices, which has been the 

subJect of books bY Boullion and Odell C10J and Ben-Israel CBJ. 

Similar techniaues have been Proposed for robot hand control bY 

Asada C1J. 

Extensions for IneaualitY Constraints 

The techniaues for handlins redundant sYstems which have been 

discussed do not account for ineaualitY constraints. Those 

arising from Joint limits are of Particular concern. Lasran~ean 

methods maY be made to cope with ineaualitY constraints in 

-19-
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several different ways. 

The Lagrange aPProach discussed earlier will find all minima for 

the obJective' subJect to the eaualitY constraints onlY. Those 

which do not satisfy the Joint limit ineaualities may be 

discarded immediatelw. AnY new minima which ari$e from the 

ineaualities must lie on the boundarY of the region defined bY 

those limits; that is, when one or more of the Joint variables 

take extreme values. Therefore' these minima may be found bY 

solving 2n smaller Problems' each involving one fewer variables 

than the original. The number of levels of recursion to solve a 

Problem in this manner is Just the degree of redundancY of the 

original sYstem. 

Another method is to introduce a new •slack• variable for each 

ineGuality, transforming it into an eaualitY constraint. If all n 

Joints have UPPer and lower limits, the resulting sYstem contains 

2n additional variables [64J. 

A somewhat different method is the use of a PenaltY function, 

which is incorPorated into the obJective function. The PenaltY 

causes the obJective to increase as Joints aPProach their limits. 

The desired result is that the obJective function itself 

effectivelY Prohibits Joint limit violations. Discussions of 

penaltY functions maY be found in Gill E19J and Wismer E64J. 

Another method is to ignore the ineaualities until an iterative 

solution procedure run into one of the boundaries of the solution 

space. The boundary is then followed in the feasible direction 

-20-
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closest to that of the obJective function ~radient [64J. 

ObJective Functions 

The choice of obJective function is aPPlication dePendent. Some 

Possible obJectives are minimization of discomfort, time' work' 

disturbance to the linkase. We must bear in mind that if a 

La~ran~ean method is to be used, the obJective function must be 

differentiable. Moreover' functions of desree larser than 

auadratic carrY a larser comPutational cost for numerical methods 

such as Newton-RaPhson C64J. WhitneY C60,61J chose to minimize 

instantaneous kinetic ener~y, exPressed as a function of 

velocity, which Proved comPutationallY exPedient for the resolved 

rate control method. 

Reach HierarchY 

A rather different approach to the sPecific Problem of reachin~ a 

Point soal has been ProPosed bY Korein C28J. The Procedure relies 

on PrecomPuted worksPaces for the chain and each of its distal 

subchains. A distal subchain is a chain extendin~ from anY Joint 

in the chain to its distal end. 

Let the chain be ChiC1J and its workspace WClJ. Let the subchain 

with Just the most Proximal Joint and link deleted be Chi[2J with 

worksPace W[2J, etc. Given these works?aces' the algorithm 

Proceeds as follows: 
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If the ~oal is not in WC1J, it is not reachable: sive uP. 

Otherwise' adJust ~[1J onl~ as much as is neccesar~ to brins 

the Soal into WC2J. 

- Proceed down the chain' at each steP adJustins ~[iJ onl~ as 

much as is necessarw to brins the soal into ~[itlJ. 

This alsorithm will work with exact worksPace descriPtions, and 

with with aPProximations which satisf~ the condition that 

(29) aPProx<WCiJ) is a subset of sweep(approx<WCitlJ),~[iJ) 

where the sweeP is the volume ~enerated b~ sweePinS the 

aPProximation to WCitlJ about Joint ~[iJ. 

This method reauires ?recomPutation and storase of worksPace 

descriPtions. While it is theoretical!~ extensible to 

Position-orientation seals' the cost of storins hish dimensional 

worksPaces is Prohibitive. A number of PaPers on the nature and 

construction of worksPaces have been Published in the context of 

robotics [13, 21, 29, 30, 50, 54, 55J. 

The imPlicit •obJective function• minimizes adJustment of 

Proximal Joints. This ma~ be advantaseous for chains imbedded in 

tree structures, since disturbance to the tree is minimized. 

With resPect to time efficiencw' each adJustment reauires findins 

-??-
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the intersection between a worksPace surface and a line or circle 

C28J. The final links of the chain, which comPrise a Perfect!~ 

constrained s~stem, ma~ be solved al~ebraicall~. 

Conclusion 

A number of technioues relevant to ~oal directed motion of 

kinematic linka~es have been discussed. The intent has been to 

Publicize linka~e Positionin~ tools which ma~ be useful for the 

develoPment of comPuter animation s~stems which are easier to 

use. 

-?~-
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